
every player has 5 lives (S,L,A,M,!)
Players have 1 touch/kick of the ball at a wall
if they hit the wall they keep their life
if they miss the wall they lose a life
first person to spell out SLAM! (lose 5 live)
loses
winner is the last person standing with a life
left

allow players to control the ball first
allow players to use their hands to catch and
place the ball. miss the catch = lose a life

Players are only allowed to hit a certain area
of the wall - make a goal, hit above/below a mark
on the wall

S.L.A.M
How To Play: 

 

How To make it easier:
 

 
How To make it harder:

 

 

when all your little one wants to do is play, let them! 
try these games to help fuel their passion for soccer

S o C a l  y o u t h  s p o r t s
G a m e s  a t  h o m e

each post and the cross bar is a king, your job is to
knock each king off their thrown
to knock them off their thrown kick the ball and hit
both posts and the crossbar in any order.
every player has a ball each
players start a distance form the goal (6 yards+)
first person to hit all 3 posts wins.
 

allow players to go closer
players are allowed to throw the ball at the crossbar
allow players to volley at the crossbar (drop the ball
and kick it in the air) 
Place a target in the middle of the goal to use instead
of the crossbar

go further away
alternate kicking foot

3 kings
How To Play: 

How To make it easier:

How To make it harder:



Players have a ball each on a starting point
Traffic light (mom, dad, sister, brother etc) 
 standing next to the goal, far away, calls
"Green Light" or "Red light"
Green = players go to score
Red = stop
if players don't stop quick enough with their
foot on their ball they go back to the start
1st player to score wins

give players 2 lives, they have to "run a red
light" 2 times before going back

Add "Yellow Light" skill - scissor, step over,
drag backs etc
Use left hand and right hand to stop and go, do
not call colors

Traffic Lights
How To Play: 

 

How To make it easier:
 

 
How To make it harder:

 

S o C a l  y o u t h  s p o r t s
G a m e s  a t  h o m e

each child has a ball on a starting spot
the wolf (mom, dad, brother, sister etc) start in
front of a goal
the children call "what's the time mr wolf" to
the wolf.
the wolf replies with a number (of seconds) the
children can dribble the ball before the wolf
turns around
as the wolf counts the children try to get
closer to the goal by dribbling the soccer ball
the children must stop before the wolf turns
around
if the wolf spots them, the wolf goes to eat
their ball (tag them)
if they're tagged they go back to the start (or
become the wolf)
1st person to scores wins

give players 2 lives, they have to "run a red
light" 2 times before going back

What's the time mr wolf?
How To Play: 

 

 
How To make it easier:

 

 


